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A+ E Studios Introduction

Inspired by early American
art and the prevalence of
smartphone imagery in today’s
culture, Younger’s work recontextualizes pre-photography
paintings within the frames
of the iPhone lock screen.
The composition of each piece
serves as a subtle commentary
on the role of the smartphone as both benefactor of
global curatorial practices,
and disseminator of western
democratic ideologies.

Photograph right by Margay Kaplan
Introductory Exhibition Statement written by Jessica Speiser & Annie Shinn
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A+ E Studios Introduction

Applying his obsessive practice of referencing other artists works to his own very
personal framing of each image, Younger’s paintings are able to make historical imagery relevant
again. Representing both pictorial and numerical languages simultaneously, the works have
easily recognizable icons from the iPhone lock screen format: battery life, Internet connection,
and cell phone provider, some even read ‘Slide To Unlock’ at the bottom of the canvas. Pieces
with the time and date reveal the exact moment of the works completion. Younger uses these
symbols to communicate to his contemporary audience, who unconsciously navigate the digital
world on a daily basis.
Younger selected the subject of pre-photography American paintings as a way to become
educated about art in a different realm, where painting was the primary mechanism for documenting people and events. The term ‘Picture’ itself, once solely applied to the creation of a painting
or drawing, is now primarily associated with the act of taking photos and photography. George
Washington, a subject in one of Younger’s paintings is quoted as saying, “I hate having my picture
taken,” when asked to sit for painter.
In many ways parallels can be drawn between the Smartphone’s ability to empower the individual, and Enlightenment principles of the 18th century—the conceptual basis for the founding of
America. The smartphone serves as a streamlined platform for unrestricted self-expression and
the personalized aesthetic curation of our daily lives. It is also a political tool and vehicle to document injustice. Police violence captured on video and shared via the smartphone can be seen
as the modern day equivalent to Thomas Paine’s 1776 revolution inspiring, Common Sense pamphlet, which helped shape public opinion on repression by appealing
to the masses.
History and consumption of art has been forever changed by technology and the access it
provides. The iPhone has become an instrument of curatorial creative exploration and communication, a conduit for American democratic ideology. Once confined to site-specific exhibitions
and organized by a select few empowered tastemakers responsible for discerning zeitgeists
and deconstructing paradigms, art in all of its forms is now available to anyone with an Internet
connection.

Wed, Nov 4, 7:12 PM

MACKENZIE YOUNGER:

Divisive opinions about the smartphone’s global cultural impact as transmitter of capitalistic
virtues—often unwanted and without proper cultural appropriation— put the device as a central
emblem of modern American culture and democratic ideals. As described by Louis Latham in
his essay, Who and What is American, Democracy continues to exist in that delicate balance
between lofty ideals and human fallibility, “For the spirit of liberty is never far from anarchy […]
If we wish to live in the state of freedom that allows us to make and think and build, then we
must accustom ourselves to the shadows on the walls and wind in the trees. The climate of
anxiety is the cost of doing business.”

I was just showing the work that’s here.
Some pieces, they’re in other collections at the moment. I’ll just shuffle them
over. Do you just want me to kind of go
through it?
Give a spiel?
DAVID CHAN:

Sure, yeah.
Is this a starting point?

This is not a starting point. Do you want
me to go in order?

Only if it’s important to you. Whatever you
want us to know.
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Interview by David Chan and Troy Wong
Edited by Mackenzie Younger
Catalogue design and binding by Scott Brower
Installation and artwork photography by Andy Romer
Portrait photography by Margay Kaplan
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Verizon LTE

5 28

Monday, January 5

MACKENZIE YOUNGER:

I’ll begin with this painting titled
5:28, which was the first piece I made
in the series.
At the time I was experimenting with a
multitude of media based subjects that
lead me to iPhone Lock-scene format.
DAVID CHAN:

So the form of this iPhone was
your starting point?

Yes...
ABOVE (Reference Image):
Image cour tesy of Mackenzie Younger
Panama
LEFT:
Mackenzie Younger
5:28, 2015, Acr ylic on canvas
36” x 48”

I liked the composition already existing in the phone, and saw a parallel
between curatorial culture, and the
technology we use.
We all make decisions like “What
should my background image be?”

Does this piece reference a
specific painting?

No, unlike the others works, this one
referenced a personal background.
Read 7:15 PM

I loved this ambiguous landscape.
The ocean seemed ominous, uncertain,
and even primordial. And in the context
of the other work, American history really starts at the sea.
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ABOVE (Reference Image):
Rober t Knox Sneden
The Destination of Union Supply Trains
at ‘Manassas Junction’
1862, Watercolor and ink on paper
The Por tsmouth Ar t & Cultural Center
RIGHT (Reference Image):
Rober t Knox Sneden
Detail of: Camp Lawton
1863, Watercolor and ink on paper
The Por tsmouth Ar t & Cultural Center

Detail Camp Lawton, 1863
TROY WONG:

Are you using military time on
your phone?

No, I’m not....

But this is PM?

It could be PM or AM, the iPhone
lock screen doesn’t specify...

LEFT:
Mackenzie Younger
11:30, 2015, Acr ylic on canvas
36” x 48”

...there’s no year either; so this ambiguity
allows 11:30 Saturday, March 28, to be
at any point it history, despite what the
image may suggest.
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DAVID CHAN:

Well, this specific iPhone OS over-lay,
digital signature, is kind of a year stamp in
it’s own way.

TOP (Reference Image):
Amos Bad Hear t Bull (Oglala Lakota)
Untitled (Detail crop), Depicts the Battle of
Little Bighorn, 1881, Various medium on paper
Smithsonian Institution
BOTTOM (Reference Image):
Red Horse (Miniconjou Sioux)
Untitled (Detail crop), Depicts the Battle of
Little Bighorn, 1890, Various medium on paper
Smithsonian Institution

It is, but more so my personal stamp…
A form of self-documentation.
The time on each piece represents
the exact moment I complete the
painting. It shows literally my process
of painting time.
As I get to the end, brush in hand,
and go to apply the last number —
I have to decide “What’s it gonna be?
9:58 or 9:59?”
Read 7:23 PM

It usually takes me a minute to paint the
last number, so I’d go with the 9:59.

RIGHT:
Mackenzie Younger
9:59, 2015, Acr ylic on canvas
36” x 48”
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ABOVE (Reference Image):
Ammi Phillips
Girl in a Red Dress with Cat and Dog
1830-35, Oil on canvas
American Folk Ar t Museum
LEFT:
Mackenzie Younger
Ammi Phillips, 2015, Acr ylic on canvas
36” x 48”

DAVID CHAN:

I guess what I was saying, maybe in
5 years, iPhone screens might not even
look like that anymore.

No they won’t.
I’m sure these paintings will document
a moment in history like the pre-photography art I reference in them…
There’s also an interesting contemporary
language represented within the technology. For example battery life and Internet
connection are symbols, essentially modern day pictograms. I found people
reacted strongly to the low battery life
symbols in my work, like it was their
phones; it’s relatable, at least for now.

In the future, people may forget the
meaning of these symbols.
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TROY WONG:

What’s going on with the small ones?

I did a bunch in this format

LEF T:
Mackenzie Younger
Miniatures installation view, 2015
Acr ylic on canvas
36” x 48”

A curator, Caroline Hoffman suggested,
“These would be really great small,” and
I agreed.
When small, they have collectible
“object-ness”. There is a different quality
to them, and I displayed them in a group
rather than individuals.
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ABOVE (Reference Image):
Charles Willson Peale
George Washington, 1787, Oil on canvas
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Ar ts

DAVID CHAN:

I heard you have a fascination
with George Washington.

RIGHT:
Mackenzie Younger
General Washington, 2015, Acr ylic on canvas
36” x 48”

He’s a fascinating guy.
My interest in Washington was sparked
after reading the book 1776 by David
McCullough. I was intrigued by how venerable Washington was at times, coming
close to complete failure.
Read 7:40 PM

In another book, The Painter’s Chair:
George Washington and the Making of
American Art, by Hugh Howard,
Washington was quoted for saying “I hate
having my picture taken”, referring to the
process of sitting for hours while someone
painted his portrait.
That’s why we think of George
Washington as a tight jawed,
dull looking individual...
...he was bored when painted.
Washington is the perfect example of
someone immortalized through art and it
was that quote that inspired the name of
the show, ‘Pictures’.
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It’s a really interesting image of George
Washington. When I think of him, I don’t
think of him with his eyes closed, and it’s
this soft... kind of intimate moment.

People often forgot painters, unlike
photographers, decide what’s happens
in the last moment.
They don’t just capture an
image — they invent it.
Read 7:43 PM

They decide if the individual will be looking
straight out, or off to the side. I wanted to
depict Washington in an intimate way, like
Andy Warhol filming people sleep.
There’s something unique, deeply
beautiful or disturbing, about watching
someone with their eyes closed.
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DAVID CHAN:

You think it’s important to merge the
iPhone time with background images?

For this series it was.
Conceptually I saw an opportunity to
communicate numerically and visually at
the same time, in the same composition.
In a gross summery there is two types
of people, the numerical and visual.
History gets broken down into these two
disciplines as we’ll, images and dates; it’s
easier for people to understand.

RIGHT:
Mackenzie Younger
Ectopistes migratorius, 2015, Acr ylic on canvas
36” x 48”
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ABOVE (Reference Image):
Unknown ar tist
An Unknown Sitter (formerly thought to
be Olaudah Equiano, c.1745-1797)
Royal Alber t Memorial Museum, Exeter
RIGHT:
Mackenzie Younger
Olaudah Equlano, 2015, Acrylic on canvas
36” x 48”

TROY WONG:

How do you know when to include,
or exclude the date and time?

Those were all compositional decisions.
So with Olaudah, I felt the date and
time would infringe on his portrait.

So that was intentional to leave the
date and time out?

Yes...
I do great deal of editing in these images,
but I make sure to be true to the original
artists style.
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ABOVE (Reference Image):
Edward Hicks
The Peaceable Kingdom, about 1833
Oil on canvas
National Galler y of Ar t, Washington, DC
RIGHT:
Mackenzie Younger
3:04, 2015, Acr ylic on canvas
36” x 48”

Wed, Nov 4, 7:51 PM

For example, 3:04 that references Edward
Hicks’, Peaceable Kingdom, I choose
to crop in on a small scene off to the side.
I had always loved this painting for
the gathering of Animals, but I made
the background my subject.
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It was impor tant for me to embody
Edward Hicks application of paint too.
...so in some areas where he left
transparencies, I did the same.

Detail 3:04, 2015
TROY WONG:

So that was intentional?

That was intentional.
Other works that I referenced, which were
clearly painted in oil, I reflected that
oil feel, despite that I was using cheap
acrylic paint.

ABOVE:
Mackenzie Younger painting Death of Genral Wolfe
(See page 42)
Image provided by Margay Kaplan
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DAVID CHAN:

They’re all very closely trying to match
the original paintings’ visual language.
Aside from applying this context of
the iPhone, the cropping, are there
any transformations that happen?

There are some transformations
that happen.
Some get more expressive, and playful. 9:20, inspired by several works
by Bill Traylor, is an example of that.

RIGHT:
Mackenzie Younger
9:20, 2015, Acr ylic on canvas
36” x 48”
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ABOVE (Reference Image):
Thomas Chambers
The Constitution and the Guerriere
1845, Oil on canvas
The Metropolitan Museum of Ar t, New York
RIGHT:
Mackenzie Younger
Battle Ship, 2015, Acr ylic on canvas
36” x 48”

And I started this piece Battle Ship, very
abstract but made it more representative,
to fit in with the rest of the series.
Still there’s looseness along the edges.
I also painted over the date and time
which where originally visible, but now
like ghosts, only get revealed under
certain light.
Read 7:59 PM

All the works went through this addition
and subtraction process — many were
painted over other paintings that I felt
weren’t strong enough, and had to sacrifice.
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DAVID CHAN:

Would you consider them appropriations?

Not really.
Obviously, there is a vain in Richard
Prince’s Instagram series, but for cultural
reasons, not appropriations tactics. I felt
Prince’s Instagram series was a welldocumented social experiment that
directly challenged my piers on ideas of
image ownership, in the social media age.
Tools like the iPhone are designed for
Image collecting and continuation, so my
work contributes to that dialogue.
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Above (Reference Image):
Benjamin West
Death of General Wolfe, 1771, Oil on canvas
National Galler y of Canada

TROY WONG:

Is this the most complex?

PREVIOUS PAGE:
Mackenzie Younger
Death of General Wolfe, 2015, Acr ylic on canvas
96” x 60”

Ya, in terms of people, scale, and size.
I made it a week before the show to fill an
empty wall... it was kinda last minute.

The original artist Benjamin West, made
Death of General Wolfe when it was
expected of you to depict people in ‘classical’ attire, like Greek-Roman togas and
robes, you know? But West painted these
characters, from the French and Indian
War in their actually uniforms; which was
quiet radical for the time...
Read 8:11 PM

...soldiers went to war, essentially
wearing three-piece suits, it’s a great
fashion statement and I love the cultural
fusion between Europe and America.

So is there anything different with this
re-creation from the original painting?

Certain people’s expressions, facial structures, some of the light, but otherwise it’s
pretty close to the original.
I added dirt to the bottom of the Indians
foot...Didn’t make sense to be running
around barefoot and not have dirty feet.
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TROY WONG:

What interested you about having
an interview done?

I wanted something that was more
like ... natural ... I don’t know.
I think it’s more interesting to have
a dialogue with different people.
And this book becomes its
own art piece.
Read 8:25 PM

It’s a form of collaborative work.
Now, you guys expand this experience.
It becomes a continuation of this project
into a new project, and I like keeping
the momentum alive.
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Talking with Mackenzie:

Troy Wong: We wanna know more about you. You went to RISD [Rhode Island School of Design]?
Mackenzie Younger: I did, I went to RISD, graduated in 2012. Studied painting, but spent
almost half my time there taking film classes. I also took some botany classes at Brown
University, which were very influential.
David Chan: So you like nature.
MY: I’m a big fan of nature, despite growing up next to the Brooklyn Bridge, in the heart
of New York City. My grandma lived in Jersey so I experienced nature out there, and every
summer we’d go to Maine. Nature was my counter-balance to New York…My earliest
drawings where of animals, birds, and plants.
DC: And you’ve been making art your entire life.
MY: Entire life. My parents supported my creative tendencies from day one, and my dad was
always making art. It was a good environment to grow up in.
DC: I’m looking at all these paintings; I would think you’re really well versed in art history and the history
of painting. What’s the thread for you in these, there’s a lot of different styles here.
MY: I’m actually bad at art history, and terrible with names. I can’t have a conversation
about artists because I always forget their names, yet I remember their work. This project
was very research-driven. And I was doing allot of research on native plants at the time,
which then inspired my focus on America’s social history. Honestly, nature isn’t that cool in
art. If I did a bunch of paintings of trees, it just wouldn’t be as compelling as social scenes.
DC: You think so?
MY: I do think so, yes.
DC: You don’t think there’s value or power in, I don’t know 19th century romanticism and the sublime....
MY: Yes, but now you have social activism, and environmental awareness, that when
translated into art often becomes too opinionated, preachy, or kitsch. It’s something I will try
to approach through my work, in a way that fits the taste, of contemporary art. But at the
moment, I’m not sure how to do that.
DC: Do you think art, or good art, has to comment on a social or political issue?
MY: No, definitely not. Most bad art does though. The street art phenomenon, where
everyone does a variation of Banksy really makes me cringe. People end up all doing the
same thing to make social statements; it’s so contrived. And “high art” becomes even more
conceptual, aesthetic, or abstract as a way to distance it’s self from politics, or one could
say… bad taste. And if politics or environmentalism is in your work, it better be subversive.
DC: Who do you like?
MY: Who do I like? I like all these American artists I reference in the series. But I like artists
more for their personal story than their art; I use it as guidance to my own life. Jeff Koon’s
for example — sorry that’s a lame reference, but Jeff Koon’s represents success, and don’t
we all want to learn from the successful?

Inter view by David Chan & Troy Wong
Inter view Edited by Mackenzie Younger
Por trait by Margay Kaplan

TW: By their life, do you mean their professional life or personal life?
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MY: Personal and professional. For an artist, they are one-in-the-same. For example;
I was never interested Richard Prince, and was quite ignorant of his work until my friend
Mateo Ward from RISD, who lived in upstate New York, took me to Princes ‘Second
House’… a silver building that was sold to the Guggenheim, only to be hit by lighting and
burn out. We would hang out there, goof off, and release homing pigeons. On one of my
birthdays, he asked me if, “ I Wanna come to this guy’s studio?” I didn’t know who he was,
because obviously, I always forgot artist’s names. In any case, we went to Richard Prince’s
studio but he wasn’t there. My friend had grown up with Prince’s son, and knew the studio
workers, so they let us walk around by our selves. We walked around until I saw a Damien
Hirst sculpture, that cabinet’s with cigarette butts, that I was like… “Wow where the fuck am I?
And why have we been left alone surrounded by millions of dollars, worth of art?” It was
a weird birthday and since then I’ve been interested in Richards Princes work. I kinda feel
the stars a-line at times. The art world is all six degrees.

DC: But then, how do we make something that’s truly new?

TW: Was there a personal experience that inspired you to create this work?
MY: I remember seeing the Ammi Phillips piece in the MET with my mom, and how much she
loved it, but that was years ago.

PICTURES

MY: How do you make something that’s truly new? Well. I think it lies on the surface of mars.
DC: I guess my next question would be: What’s next for you?
MY: I’ve never done much three-dimensional work, so I’ma challenge myself there.
TW: But before you continue with that, so what did you learn after completing this? This series?
MY: What did I learn? I learned a lot about the history of each piece. I learned that I did enjoy
painting in this formal style and it could still be relevant. Depending on the context, it’s all
about context.
TW: What kind of work were you making when you came out of college?
MY: When I first came out of college, I was planting sunflower seeds all around New York City.
TW: Yeah, can you talk about that?

TW: And these were actual wallpapers on your phone?
MY: No, I didn’t make them actual wallpapers. I just referenced them from my phone.
It was the most convenient.
DC: So what does it mean for you to take on someone’s visual language? The work you were making
before didn’t look like these.
MY: Na it didn’t. People have this idea that they can just invent the new. And to a degree
that’s happened in the last century, but most of art is just a continuation of the past, in different
forms. There’s allot to be learned from fallowing in another’s footsteps, and trying to recreate
their work. I thought, “I’m a great artist, I’ma just do me.” But I was really just naive, and
unoriginal; I was creating stuff I was comfortable doing, that’s it. I wanted to do more, diverge
from my general approach of making art, and this project was good excuse to do that.
I could have chosen abstract expressionist and painted abstract expressionist paintings within
the iPhone format, but that’s not what I wanted, I wanted something pictorial, and because
they are all representative images, it was an exercise in formalism.
DC: Yeah, I was gonna say, there’s a degree of technical skill that has to be there to recreate these. Not
everyone can do that.
MY: And I was seeing if I could do that. I like challenges.
TW: And is that what RISD helped with? Make you a better painter?
MY: You know at RISD...I never painted something like this. Never painted something like
this. It was an experimental time, just doing like fucking weird material stuff, abstract stuff,
just fucking around, and trying to go against the grain. The work I created for the ‘Pictures’
series would be, you know, this is more of what an illustration major would want to accomplish.
At school I turned away from painting, I didn’t want to paint, because it didn’t offer me much.
It wasn’t until I found a stretcher in the trash, three years after RISD that I tried the medium
out again. Painting is so traditional—we have cave paintings dating back tens of thousands
of years, and we pretend we can’t create something new on canvas. There’s nothing radical
or innovative about painting, sorry. It’s completely conservative, and that’s why I felt I could
only address history if I where to paint again.

MY: Ahh. Well it’s kinda corny, and to another degree it’s not. Because I feel in love with
plants at college, I wanted to inspire others, to notice plants too. I felt they had been
marginalized, irrelevant to the general public. And as a child, plants were simply good
backdrops for a Dinosaurs drawing. Through out history they have been the ‘lesser beings’,
yet they are the fabric to life on earth. I mean to make a painting; I need pigment, canvas and
wood stretchers, how much of that piece of art is plant material? In any case the sunflower
is a really impressive species, which has only one season to flower and create seed. They
can reach 12ft tall and people are just drawn to them. The sunflower became a metaphor,
an alternate identity to represent my personal ambition, and desire to quickly grow, flower,
and attract others. Planting them everywhere was like spreading me own seed and people
noticed. Certainly I was influenced by graffiti culture, which I was brought up in, as a child
in New York. The culture of ‘getting up’, and using ones surrounding as a resource, got
converted into the Sunflower Project. The project got some sponsorship, and we literally
planted thousands of seeds in Providence and all five boroughs of New York.
DC: Where would you plant them?
MY: In the cracks.
DC: That’s amazing.
TW: Is that because of your botany class?
MY: That’s because of my botany class, absolutely. It all started in Providence.
DC: What was it like to go to school in Providence, Rhode Island?
MY: Providence was great because, uh, it’s not too big, not too little, not too hot, not too
cold. RISD was right next to Brown, so I essentially got into an Ivy League University too,
which I never imagined possible being that I’m learning disabled. I barely got into RISD with
my grades; I had to convince them to let me in. But the mix of disciplines between Brown
and RISD was truly fantastic.
DC: Is it significant, to you, to work with people outside of art? Or painting?
MY: Yeah, absolutely.
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DC: Was art always what you wanted to do, or did you feel pressured to do it?

MY: I was really good at art when I was young, so everyone was like ‘oh, you’re an amazing
artist,’ pat-pat on the back type of stuff. So when I got to RISD, I was hit with the equalizer —
A.K.A wake up, you’re not the best, and this is the big league now. But I overcame that initial
test and have continued to strive to be the best. The best being… my practice and commitment
to my art – not a comparison with others, or the best food, clothes, I don’t care about ‘best’
in any other context besides my art. It’s not a sprint but a marathon, and people like my
father have been running their entire life without reward. That’s hard to do; I can’t always
expect instant gratification.

MY: I was always an artist, never had a choice. But for a long time I felt disconnected from
the art world, and the conceptual art dialogue. It seemed like nonsense to me. I didn’t want
to pretend to be apart of it. So in that sense, I did feel pressured to fit in with the community.
DC: So what changed? Like what was the point where you realized that it was something that, you
know, you could or [should be apart of]...yeah.
MY: Uh, well after school I explored my place in the real world. I’d worked as a landscape
laborer, part time teacher, props painter, dog walker and even acted in a haunted house.
At a certain point, I said to my self “I went to fucking art school, stop fucking around, you
can make it as an artist!” And at that point, I accepted the industry and decided that I would
participate. I could no longer be ignorant, I had to embrace the art world, and contribute to
a larger dialogue, take advantage of an industry, which if I was smart enough, could provide
me with a great life.
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TW: You graduated in 2012 and you came straight back to New York. And how hard was it to get back
to your art?
MY: Get back to my art?
TW: Yeah.
MY: Well...

DC: Did you guys have a commercially focused kind of painting education? Or...?
TW: You’re from here...
MY: It was more of a studio practice education. There was only one class focused on
professional practices and art world industry.
DC: Having artist parents, did that influence you? Or did that turn you off from it?
MY: Oh that’s interesting. Well like...my parents...my dad really is more of the fine artist and
my mom; she was doing graphic design stuff, working for magazines. In the late 70’s early
80’s my dad had a promising run, and was showing with Barbara Gladstone. But then they
replaced him, and despite his initial confidence of getting another dealer, he feel out of
the art world, had a family, and essentially worked as a contractor / super attendant for the
rest of his career. He never stopped making art though and is still incredibly prolific. That’s
what I experienced as child- incredible amounts of art being made, with no connection to
the art world. When asked what he did for a living, my dad would say, “I’m an unsuccessful
artist.” He had a good sense of humor about it, and so for me, art was just a way of living.
The idea of being an unsuccessful artist didn’t turn me off, if turned me on. Unlike my father,
I’m less humble, and more aggressive: I have a kinda do-or-die mentality. And by no means,
do I want it to seen my dads been passive; his worked his ass off, his just from a different
generation. His actually making some of his best work now. Things will click soon.
TW: Do you have siblings?
MY: I’m an only child.
TW: So did they...how’d they feel when you got into RISD and did you apply to other schools?
A backup plan?
MY: Yeah, I applied to other schools, but RISD was the best so I wanted to go there.

MY: Yeah my house...my parents lived right next to the Brooklyn Bridge, by the Seaport.
Um, so I just went back home. Which was great because everyone else who wanted to move
to New York had to deal with the fucked up, inflated rental market. I lived with a silver spoon
in my mouth for a while. But Hurricane Sandy happened and destroyed my dad’s studio
and flooded our building, which freaked everyone out. So parents left New York, and moved
to Maine. I stayed with the house, and lived there with my girlfriend for two years, till my
parents finally sold the place… the day after ‘Pictures’ opened, in September. But in regards
to getting back to art, it took me three years to get serious. I was constantly making stuff,
but nothing cohesive.
DC: What’s your dad’s name?
MY: Robert Younger.
DC: I’m gonna Google him.
MY: Yeah, Google him. Or better yet, Instagram Robert_Younger_Studio
TW: Have you ever thought about relocating to another state?
MY: To another state? Um, I don’t know where I would really go. This is really the best place
for me, as an artist… there so many resources.
TW: Since you grew up in the city, was there a show that had a big influence on you, or artists?
MY: Yeah, I mean, lots of stuff from MoMa and the Met. I remember traveling to Philly to see
a Frida Kahlo and Salvador Dali exhibition - those where very influential.

TW: And they were okay with that?
MY: Yeah. They were excited.

TW: It’s funny you mention Salvador Dali cause just Jeff Koons met Dali when he was around your age.
So did you have that person in your life? You met somebody, whether they were an artist or not, that
had a big impact on you?

TW: And is that how you’ve always been? You want to go to the best, have the best?
DC: Or a mentor or something.
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MY: I had... I was an intern for this artist named Bill Jensen, who is an abstract painter.
He taught me how to stretch canvas, and traditional techniques like mixing rabbit skin glue,
and making oil paint. But all do respect to Jensen, he wasn’t a role model like Dali was to
Koons. My first real role model…was probably was a childhood friend’s older brother.
He gave me my graffiti name Nems. The first time I smoked weed was with him, I was 12 —
not that that means anything, but he was part of a transition from childhood, a world of the
imagination, to teen-hood, New York City street culture and finding ones social identity.
Most my other role models I’d never met, or are dead.

TW: Do you want to talk about this book? Which you’re producing? Is it your first book?
MY: Uh, well, the book for ‘Pictures’?
TW: Yeah.
MY: Uh, no, it’s not. I’ve done uh like two children’s books, which is funny.
TW: Children’s books.
MY: Children’s books. Happy Halloween. [laugh] You want another beer?
TW: No, no, I’m good. Thank you.
MY: Ya, I collaborated with a friend, Johnny Kunen, who’s a writer. We self published one last
fall. And we did some limited editions before that, but that’s kind of a different thing. Um, but
it’s cool. And no, I’ve also done a publication for a show I curated, titled Hip Hop post-mortem,
along with several catalogs for Mind Sex Productions, which was a college thing.
DC: How did you come into contact with this gallery?
MY: Well, I was in a group show there last winter with my dad that was curated by Jordan
Carter, and Mary MacGill. Then I came back to A+E Studios in the summer, and presented
them with my new work. A+E Studios is more of an event space, ranging from art shows
to pop-ups, so I didn’t have to go through that ‘not excepting unsolicited work’ bullshit,
bureaucracy, and special agenda crap of a more ‘official gallery’. They let me present my
work, they liked it; we made it happen.
DC: That’s awesome.
TW: And what have been the dialogue and the reception of this work?
MY: Uh. It’s been generally really good. Ideally, I wish this show had some kind of criticism,
or a write up. But that didn’t happen. That’s why I’m producing this publication; it’s very
important to have a textual reference, art history needs footnotes.
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